Background:
The world of Gensokyo was created in 1884, surrounded by the Great Hakurei Barrier. Its purpose was to contain all of the youkai (Japanese demons) and the humans brave enough to fight them. It is located parallel to the outside world, somewhere in Japan. Occasionally outside world humans fall into Gensokyo in a processed called "spiriting away" (rumored to be caused by Yukari Yakumo). They can return through the Hakurei Shrine, but some decide to stay in the Human Village. Youkai still make up the majority of Gensokyo's population, but they are kept in check thanks to youkai hunters such as Reimu Hakurei, Marisa Kirisame and Sanae Kochiya.

Spell Cards:
Since Youkai prey on helpless humans, it was decided that there should be a system to allow anyone to fight on an equal level. Thus, the Spell Card System was invented by Reimu Hakurei. These are the basic rules of danmaku:

1. Spell cards are slips of paper that describe a named technique.
2. The first person to use all of their spell cards must admit defeat.
3. The victor can only take what was agreed upon before the duel.

"First, I will explain what the term "spellcard" means. Spellcards are rules that change murder into a game, and the point is to show off your power by going easy on your opponent. Because it is a game, each creature's abilities, memories, and thoughts are vividly expressed. That's why even just watching a spellcard battle can be entertaining. It seems that by placing danmaku under the spellcard rule, the rule limits the freedom of the user, but that isn't true. To be unrestricted means to be able to do anything. On the contrary, that means the immediate pursuit of the best, which in turn destroys variation. For danmaku, that would be one with no gaps, or the fastest and largest attacks possible. That kind of attack can't be described as danmaku at all." ~ Marisa Kirisame

Characters:

Reimu Hakurei
Abilities: Sealing/purification powers, high intuition, ability to call on the power of Gods, flight
The shrine maiden of the Hakurei Shrine, she is the one who maintains the Great Hakurei Barrier and helps protect Gensokyo from disasters. Her personality is easygoing, and she is easily tempted by donations to the shrine, but she always gets the job done. She uses the Yin Yang orb to attack, which is filled with purifying power. She can also use a variety of amulets and barriers. She is friends with Yukari Yakumo because of similar attitudes and responsibilities.

Marisa Kirisame
Abilities: High-level Magic
A self-proclaimed "ordinary magician", she is a human witch who lives in the Forest of Magic. She has an extremely straightforward personality, with a hint of insanity, and is also a notorious kleptomaniac. Her signature move (if stolen moves count) is the Master Spark, a huge screen-filling laser. Her favored bullets are rainbow stars.

Sakuya Izayoi
Abilities: Time manipulation, knife proficiency
Maid of the Scarlet Devil Mansion, a human with a mysterious background. No one knows why she decided to work for a vampire, but it's rumored that she was a vampire hunter who became Remilia's servant after losing in battle. She has a "perfect and elegant" personality. She uses manipulation of time to her advantage, freezing her foes in place while surrounding them with thousands of flying knives. She's generally on good terms with the other humans, if distrusted due to her occupation.

Yukari Yakumo
Abilities: Manipulation of boundaries, both physical and abstract
Possibly the most powerful in Gensokyo, Yukari is a 1,200 year old youkai with the power to control boundaries such as here/there, reality/illusion and even life/death. She is definitely the mastermind of Gensokyo, and even if she seems a bit flaky and unnerving, she'll get serious when the security of Gensokyo is involved. She sleeps most of the day and leaves her work to the kitsune Ran Yakumo, her shikigami (familiar), who in turn has her own shikigami, Chen, a nekomata.

Utsuho Reiuji (nicknamed Okuu)
Abilities: Manipulation of nuclear fission
Originally a simple hell crow, she was manipulated by Kanako Yasaka, the god atop Youkai Mountain into eating the Yatagarasu (three legged crow) to steal its powers. Kanako hoped to use nuclear power to allow the kappa of the mountain to have an industrial revolution. However, Utsuho lost control of her powers and desired to set the whole world ablaze. Fortunately she was stopped by Reimu and Marisa thanks to the warning sent out by her kasha (hell cat) friend, Orin. Utsuho is considered rather dimwitted because she was an ordinary crow who happened to obtain huge destructive power only thanks to Kanako's plans, and she is also the pet of hell's rulers, Satori Komeji and Koishi Komeji. She uses raw destructive power and huge bullets rather than technique to battle her opposition.

Locations:

Hakurei Shrine
Located on the edge of Gensokyo, the home of Reimu Hakurei. It is rarely visited by humans though, due to its location, and is actually a popular place for the youkai Reimu has befriended to hang out.

Forest of Magic
A dangerous forest where Marisa's house and Alice's house are located. Marisa often goes hunting for mushrooms to use as regents for her spells here.

Scarlet Devil Mansion
A European styled mansion with a scarlet hue that magically appeared in Gensokyo. The site of the scarlet mist incident, when vampire Remilia Scarlet filled Gensokyo with a red mist to block out the sun and allow her to go out in the daytime without fear. Also home to Hong Meiling (nicknamed China), the martial artist gate-guard, Patchouli Knowledge, the librarian who specializes in elemental magic, Sakuya Izayoi, the faithful and dangerous maid, and Flandre Scarlet, Remilia's incredibly destructive sister.

